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1 Language: cohesive words

See pages 42–45

Cohesive devices are usually at the beginning of sentences, followed by a comma. They are used:  

… to link two sentences together: • We have a big army. Furthermore, we have nuclear
weapons.

…to add more points to the same topic:    • Moreover, (very formal) it is ready for action.
• What is more, (formal) the men are brave.
• Also, (informal) the air force is ready.

… to give contrasting information: • However, the enemy also have many planes.

… to give emphasis: • Nevertheless, ours are more modern.

… to give the other side of an argument:  • On the other hand, it would be better to avoid war.

A Choose cohesive devices to fill the gaps.
Sadly, war seems to be part of human nature. (1) ……… , there have always been a few people who enjoy
war. (2) ……… , for most people, war is a terrible thing. They don't want to be killed and, (3) ……… , they
don't want to kill anyone else. (4) ……… , when a democratic government decides to go to war, most
people accept this decision. (5) ……… , soldiers often start to hate the enemy. This is very sad, but, 
(6) ……… , it is probably necessary if you are going to kill and defeat your enemy.

There are different types of cohesive devices:

Ways of expressing effect:  
• consequently • so (informal) • The mines were cleared, so no more children were killed.
• therefore • as a result • They are civilians, therefore we must protect them.

Ways of expressing similarity: 
• similarly • in the same way • It is difficult to forgive. Similarly, people find it hard

to forget after wars.

Ways of giving examples:
• for instance • for example • There is often conflict between religious groups, for

example in Northern Ireland.

Ways of ordering points:
• firstly • first of all • First of all, we must defeat the enemy.
• secondly • lastly • Secondly, we must protect civilians. 

Ways of making general statements:
• on the whole • On the whole, the army behaved well.
• in general / generally • Generally, everything went very well.

Ways of concluding: 
• finally • Finally, I would like to thank my parents.
• in conclusion / to conclude • In conclusion, we took the right decision.

C Underline the correct words in italics.
1 The UN sent in peacekeepers. Consequently / Similarly, the fighting ended. 
2 Anger makes us do stupid things. For instance / In the same way, it can make us do brave things.
3 Soldiers are often very brave. Therefore / For example, I know a soldier who saved the lives of his

friends but died himself.
4 The two countries had peace talks. Similarly / As a result, they avoided war.
5 Millions of people died in World War II. Therefore / In addition, millions died in concentration camps.
6 Wars often begin for economic reasons.  For example / However, they often end for economic

reasons also / moreover.
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